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INTRODUCTION

The African Alternative Framework to Structural Adjustment Programmes for
Socio-Economic Recovery and Transformation (AAF-SAP) was adopted by the African
Ministers of Finance and ministers responsible for Economic Planning and Development
at their joint meeting on 10 April in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia. AAF-·SAP made a number of
proposals including a general formalized framework for use in the formulation of models
to analyse policies.

However, it was explicitly noted in AAF-SAP that in the general formalization of
the framework presented therein it was "not meant to provide economic models that could
be applied across the board to all African countries . Such modelling exercise is to be
carried out for each individual country on the basis of its particular circumstances"l
(emphasis added). As such what was presented in AAP-SAP was merely a general frame
of reference covering three broad areas that were believed essential in modelling AAP
SAP. These areas were (a) the production structures, (b) income distribution and (c)
expenditure patterns. In identifying these three broad areas AAP-SAP did not imply
that all AAF-SAP models had to be compartmentalized in these three modules but rather
that models that would be developed in the context of AAF-SAP should always try to
cover aspects of these three broad areas.

In the present paper a number and variety of model-types are presented and
discussed. These models are taken within the general context of AAF-SAP which
emphasis the structural aspects of adjustment and thereby aims at achieving adjustment
with transformation.

As will be seen, even the small model-types presented in Part I are such that they
can address the structural implications of policy options in specific areas such as
inflation or debt and growth. With such an approach policy-makers can be guided even
by these very simple model-types as to the possible implications of a variety of policy
instruments and measures.

In Part II a more elaborate model type of adjustment with transformation is
presented. 'I'hls model-type aims at tracing the long-term objectives and implications
and limits of alternative transformation paths, as well as the desirable policy
instruments and measures . Such a model-type can, no doubt, prove useful in helping
policy-makers to make choices of policies at the various stages and directions of
transformation.

Of course, due to the holistic approach that is implicit in AAF-SAP, the general
formalization of the framework constitutes a skeleton variant. of a general equilibrium
model. AS such, it would ideally be best to develop a comprehensive general equilibrium
model-type capable of analyzing the adjustment and structural policy concerns of AAP
SAP. However, a number of factors dictate that the movement towards such a comprehen
sive model-type has to be taken carefully in the African context. Issues such as data
availability, the nature and functioning of transmission mechanisms, the understanding
of different closures in the African situation etc. all require time to study and call for
caution in modelling the African socio-economy. Indeed, it is more than apparent that
an AAF-SAP general equilibrium model for an African country should result from a stage
by-stage elaboration and testing of equations and hypothesis over a period of time. i.e.

1 See Annex 1 of The African Alternative Framework to Structural
Adjustment Programmes for Socio-Economic Recovery and Transforma
tion E/CA/CM.15/6/Rev.3
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the model should evolve in the country over time. This, however , does not invalidate the
proposed formalized framework of AAF-SAP . Actually it is with this in mind that Part III
of the present paper outlines specific considerations that are assumed important in the
elaboration of a general equilibrium model-type both consis tent with AAP-SAP and
likely to be implementable and useful in African countrtes.s

I '

" H I

, I

I" ,

2 Some African count r i.e s ., .s uch as Egypt, have already evolved
comprehensive models ,t h a t could very usefully serve as a basis for
an AAF-SAP general equilibrium model.
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PART L SMALL MODEL-TYPES ADDRESSI~G SPECIFIC PROBLEMS

In this part some small model-types are presented to illustrate how specific issues
relating to structural adjustment policy analysis can be approached. Such problem
oriented mode! -jvpes have been successfully applied in Latin American countries and
have on many occasions. proved to be of great practical use when compared with large
general equiHbrium models that are merely imported from outside or in textbooks.
Because of their small size and inheren t flexibility. these small model-types are easily
manipulable to the specific conditions of a given country and do not require massive
data. Further, although the model r types are small and simple, they can nevertheless
offer very useful insights into adjustment and structural issues. The two small model
types presented in this part relate separately to the specific problems of:

(a) Inflationary pressures
(b) Debt and growth

1.1 Small Model-Tvpe for Analyzing Inflation Pressures?

The model-type for .t h e analysis of inflationary pressures is structural in the
sense that it takes price formation as opposed to monetary variables as the basis of the
analysis. Below is t h e outline of the model r type and ho w it can be applied in African
countries.

(a) The basic Price formation model-type:

Cost price formation is taken to depend on the fo llowlng elements: wages, costs
of intermediate inputs (domestic and imported), costs of capital and cha nges in overall
productivity.

Thus we have:

I a pt =0.1 Wt +(12 rru +(13 Ut -Ot

Where p = cost price level
w = wage rate
m = cost of intermediate inputs
u = other non-wage and non -Input component of value added (e .g.

profits and indirect taxes on output)
e = sum of changes in the productivity of different factor inputs.

and 0.1 +0.2 +0.3 =1

considering different productivity changes for each component in price formation
equation l a can be rewrit.ten as:

1 b . pt

3 Lance Taylor gives a slight variant of the inflation model-type
presented here which incorporates the concept of capacity utilisa
tion (an inlportant structural characteri~tic in African countries)
and its possible e f f e c t.s on inflation. SeE; for example Lace
Taylor, "Nacro Policy in the TrOPics: How sensible people stand"
in World Development; ' Volume 15, N'l\mber 12, Sp~<:ial Issue, December
1987 and/or II Structuralist Macro-economics I!, New York: Basic Books,
1983.
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(b) Analysis of different sources of inflation on basis of the
fornation equat.ion

The different elements on which 't h e price formation equation 1 is based result in
inflation pressures in a variety of ways . : 'Th es e different transmission mechanisms can
include, for example, wage indexation or mark-ups. Thus we could have the following
formula tions.

2a. Wt =Bl Pt-1

2b. rat =pt.1 +oERt.
2c. aERt = l~2 PI - 1

2d . "Ill =g:l (Pi +l'L )

where Pr 1 =external price of importedintermediate inputs
oERt =exchange rate changes wi th a giving

devaluatton/revaluation rates
rt = changes in the mark-ups and indirect taxes

With some simple algebraic manipulation, after substituting equations 2a to 2d in
equation l a 1,;h8 price equation can be expressed as:

3a. Pi = l( (1.1151 +0.2132) / (l - a 3f)3 ) IPt -1 + {(0.2 rru )/ (1 - 0.3 G3 ) }+ {( :J,3 H3 ) / 0 - 0,3153) Irt 
1(1 )/ ( 1- (1.3 fh ) Ie~

If, as 1;:; often the ca s e , we assume th a t [):) '" 14 then we have the roltowing price
equation.

:3b. PI ::: Hal 13 . +U2 H2 ) /(1 -U3 )l PI-1 +! (uz ) /(l-UJ ) IPt 1 +{ (U3 )/(1 -U3 )In - ( 1)/0
0.3 )}et

As can be eastly deciphered from the last price formation equation sb, four main
components emerge and these can be further explored in the context of the unique nature
of the inflation pressures in a given country anti context. These four components are:

(1) Effects of past domestic inflation and the resultant price inertia;
(li) .Eff'e cts due t o imports of intermediate including Import tariff rates and due

to dev alua tton 01' domestic cu r r en cy ;
(iii) Effects due to monopolistic/oligopolistic structures in price rormatron, subsidies

and indirect taxation pol icies ;
(Iv) Eff'ec ts due to changes in produc tl vrty.

4 In many cases, and especially in Africa, this is likely to be
true since mark-ups and indirect taxes are often if not always
passed on to the consumer in terms of increased prices. An
interes~ing case would be where g3 is assumed to be greater than 1
to account foY the phenomenon of a single product being repeatedly
traded through many middlemen (each one with an additional mark-
u~) usually o~tside permissible limits of mark-up levels. This.·is
particularly true in situations of acute shortages of goods and a
large parallel market for goods.
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(c) Data requirements

The above simple model-type requires only limited statistical da ta.. Parameters
0.1 .nz , and 03 can always be obtained from the proportions of gross output and the wages,
return to capital and intermediate inputs .

(d) Possible applications of the model-type in the context 01' AAP-SAP

It is es sy to envisage that the above small-model tvpe can be expanded for African
countries to assess the implications of a number of policy instrurr.e n ts individually or
collectively . In t he context of AAP-SAP, the po li cy Instruments tha t can be analyzed a s
regards their implications on inflation inc lude:

subsidies changes to producLion 1.11''' ~ ;:;;

cha nges in wor ld prices of certain Impo rted inputs ::.g . ruet:
changes in domestic prices of imported inputs (i. e t r ade policies such as
trade literalization and dlff'eren t tariff rates):
price decontrols and letting mark-iups f'inrl [heir own Iev e l :
eff'ects of exchange ra te. overall devaluati on.

(v) some limitations of the. in fI a Li on model-type and po ssible

In the spirit of the formalised fr amework of :".AF-SAF' wh i ch aims at tracing
interactions among the structure of produc r ion, the income distribution patterns and the
levels of' the satisfaction of needs. the inf'la tion model -type ou tlined above has certain
limitations which should be explicitly a ckn owledged . Firstly. it do es net explicitly
incorporate the aspect of income distribution. However, this could be partial ly remedied
by certain assumptions about the des clnar lou OJ specific factor incomes (eg . wages to
workers, mark-ups to r erit-r seekers and indirect taxes to government). In this remedial
approach analysis of different policies can incorporate aspects of income distribution
effects.

Secondly, the model-type does net again. e xplrclt.ly re late the pressures of
inflation to the satisfaction of' the needs of the different in c ome gr o u p s . It: is we II known
that inflation affects different income groups differently and , as such , it would be
desirable to relate the price-formation inflation rnode l-r tv... pe to the effects inflation has
on the satisfaction of essential needs - goods and services . Fortunately, with some on
the-side work differentiating products along the line of the outl.ined inflation model
type, II; would be feasible to incorporate certain aspects (e. g. affordability) of the
satisfaction of socie t y 's essential needs.

Thirdly, it is d ifficul t to ap ply the mode I al on o t r Tj ;f ol'TTi;H ion paths since its main
policy parameters and their Interactions do not easily lend themsel ves t o an analysts of
transformation implications in the long-run. Perhaps only in the context or dlverstrlca-:
tion (eg, reducing imports of intermodtate inputs) could the above model-type guide
po llcy makers on the quest ions of the possible inflationary effects and the alternative
policy options.

1.2 Small Model-Tvpe fer Analyzing D()bt and Growth
. '

The small detinitionally-derived model below can facilitate alternat! ve scenarios
relating to overall economic performance and the ef'rects of export pri c:e ch a n ges as well
as scenarios for debt and debt rescheduling. The model is derived a s below.
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(a) Balance of payments definition: Using the standard balance of payments
definition we have

1. X-M-INT+F+oD-oR=O

where

X= total export earnings
M= total import bill
INT =s.cheduled debt serviclng
F =inflow -of transrers . ,
5D = net increase in debt stock
oR = changes in reserves

~ '. .
..Assumlng that"

F =() ,
oR =0

Then we have from equation 1,

2a. X-M-INT+oD=O
2b. eo =INT+M-X

Div~ding through by the total debt-stock we have

3. d ={ (oD)/(D)} = {(INT)/(D)} + {(M)!(D)} - {(X)/(D)}

: ' .:Equatron 3 can be conveniently rewritten as

4, d = i + Y/ D{(M/ Y) - (X / Y)}

=i+ y I(M/Y) - (X/Y) !

, ,

J"
.:V(here the following interpretation applies

d =.relative increase In indebtedness
i = effective interest rate paid on existent debt stock
y = ratio of GDP to debt stock

l(M/Y),(X/Y)} = import and export ratios

Y = GDP

(b) Analysis of <febt and growth scenarios

5 ~hese first assumptions can be justified on the basis that any
grants inflow will go to certain projects and corrections for its
growth impact can be treated separately. The second assumption is
justified on the basis that during very acute balance of payments
dd s equd Ld.bz-La there is little room for financing of BOP using
changes in reserves.
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"The smallmodaf..-type definitionally derived in equation 4 can be used to analyze
some scenarios such as: "

The increase in debt to achieve a given growth
.'

A policy rate of growth in GDP can be set for variable Y. With this rate the import
ratio (M!Y) derived using import elasticities aud the possible export ratio can be derived
through appropriate formulation of equations that link export growth with overall
growth. The variable of effective interest rates paid on existent capital stock can be
estimated from historical debt-repayment data or from prevailing interest rate levels
and, from these the relative increase in debt stock can be derived.

Export targets: In such a scenario, the relative increase in debt stock can be
taken as an exogenous parameter (either from a policy to limit debt expansion or from an
estimation on basis of credit-worthiness and the international financial environment).
Similarly the effective interest payment rate can be exogenously determined while the
import ratio is determined from historical import elasticities. This would enable the
determination of the export ratio as a residual and with specific growth targets, of GDP,
export targets can easily be derived.

Debt Rescheduling: Scenarios of desirable rescheduling could also be analyzed on
the basis of export earning possibilities
(incorporating hypotheses on export commodity prices), import requirements and the
resultant effective interest payments that can 01' cannot be paid.

(c) Data requirements: As can be judged from the above sketch of scenarios that
can be analyzed, the data requirements of the debt/growth model type are indeed minimal
and should be manageable for most African countries with adequate historical and
current data on their debt levels and repayments.

-' . . , ' ,' \

(d) Applications of' the debt/growth model-type in the context of AAF-SAP.

In tile context of AAF-SAP the following issues and policy instruments can be
analyzed in relation to the problem of debt:

limitation of debt service ratios to levels consistent with sustaining and
accelerating growth and development ; desirable negotiated rescheduling;

specific export incentives for processed exports and " c a'~~ fu lly - se lected
primary commodities;

dlff'erent.lal export subsidies, removal of trade barriers and encouraging
barter trade;

bllateral and multilateral agreements on primary commodities.

(e) Extension of debt/growth model-type to domestic absorption

Due to the ex-post identity from national accounts of the trade gap and the
savings gap, the debt/growth model-type outlined above can be analyzed from the
perspective of domestic absorption as follows:

Given that I-S=M-X,
We can substitute for {(M!Y) -(X/Y) in equation 4 and get

5. d '= i+(Y/D) (K-S)
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where K = (I/Y) = investment ra te

S =(SlY) =savings rate'

Also in this simple domestic absorption formulation a number of scenarios can be
analyzed such as required saving rates, Itrnittng of cap.tal flight, implication of different
incremental capital output ratios etc.

r-

I I

. j .

. \
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PART II. EXTENDED INPUT-OUTPUT MODE;L-TYPE;.FOR.AAF-SAP ANAJ,.Y~IS

2.1 Overview of the relationship of the extended input.-output type-to .AAP"""SAP.

The object of the exercise is to find a model suitable and practical enough to
assist African planners aI).f\l policy makers with regard to ·the total impact orpottcies that
are being devised to help :remove the .s tructural stagnation or' the economies :of most
African states which have generally produced one or two prtmary commodities for export
to foreign countries and the export earnings have been diverted to bring imported goods
from abroad. Such dependence of the entire economy to one or two export commodities
with small domestic activity for local consumption has not however succeeded in either
making local mdustrtes grow or eliminating the poverty of the mass of people or
maintaining stable or sustainable balance of payment positions.

In this part, a short-term operational framework for an AAP-SAP model-type is
presented. The model-rtype is in a straightforward input-output framework with the
difference that certain coefficients or some components may be changed while others
are technically fixed in the short run. Coefficients may be changed according to an
independent assessment and anticipation about levels of productivity, prices, income
elasticities etc.

The model-type incopora tes the way the structures of production and income are
linked through consumption and earnings ." While generally dealing with fixed coefficient
it has been demonstrated that adjustment may be made in the coefficient for income
elasticities and productivity parameters.

The model-type is based broadly on the extended input-output matrix with fixed
coefficients for both production and consumption by different classes in relation to their
respective income. In this way the model integrates all the aspects together. The major
points in the proposed model-type are as follows : (I) exports by sectors are taken as a
proportion of total output and this proportion may be changed as a matter of diversifica
tion policy; (Ii) competitive and non-competitive imports form a sum of a constant
input-coefficient related to production with the understandi.ng that the constant
component (competitive) may be changed by import-substitution policy; (iii) for
simplification investment is supposed to flow from factors directly and not channelled
through mstttuttons:" and, (iv) the capital imports are related to the sectors concerned
and can be taken as policy parameters on one hand and as fi xed by needs of maintenance
on the other.

2 .2 Presentation of the model-type

Symbolically the model-type can be represented as follows:

6 See Ambica Ghosh, "Income distribution and the structure of
production," South Asia, New Delhi.

7 This simplifying assumption can be seen as a variant of the
Kaleckian hypothesis that wage-earners (and naturally subsistence
producers) do not save with the result that the flow from the
factor of labour would go into consumption expenditure and not in
investment. Induced investment would then result mainly from
returns to capital
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Yk := ~ &lJ_ :XP i + ~j ajk YJ,••!

LvI =Lj mi XP .J + Ek1

where :

aP 1 j are the input-coefficients of production sectors, ah 11; are the coefficients
related to earnings of different income classes.

at k are value added proportions in gross output and aj k are coefficients for income
transfers among institutions.

, a l g · are coerricients relating to government taxation on
production subsidies.

output as well as

1-11 is a policy parameter to determine exports of sectors as a proportion of the
gross value of domes tic products and services.

mi is the coefficient for non-competitive imports in sector j.

kj are competitive imports in sector j whose size is to be determined by a trade
policy.

Xg is the total government revenue.

To the above defined "current accounts" model must be added the macro-ibalances
on investment and savings. the trade balance and the government revenue and
expenditure balances. Then as in traditional open Leontif solutions, the model can be
simulated under various policy alternatives with regard to the real sector from the
following general formulation;

where:

A" is an augmented matrrx of technical coefficients containing both consumption
and production coefficients but excluding investment.

Fd is the desired final demand structure.

Xd is the desired structure of gross output.

I '
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To deal with prices in the model the dual of the matrix is derived from the primal
giving the prices, the wages , the unit cost of government services and the shadow cost
of the balance of trade . The dual form is outlined as below:

pe =l:l.1J PJ -:- llk Vlk + llli akg

The first set of equations gives the cost components in different sectors including
unit profit and unit tax as equal to prices of the good in the sector.

The second set of equations gives the weighted costs of producing each export as
equalto the unit price of export. The third set of equations gives the world price of
different sector imports along with taxes by government as equal to unit price of imports.

Further the primal and its dual have to be linked with the financial balance of the
overall economy. For this, there is need for a fiscal sub-model consisting of the financial
balance in which the balance of trade, government surplus or deficit will have to enter
along with money creation and net foreign borrowing as well as interest earnings or
payments and 'the exchange rate which equilibrates the traded -goods sector.

2.3 Size of the model

The size of the model constructed for a country on the basis of the above model
type will naturally depend on the degree of disaggregatron. Overall, the number of
equations are ru productive sectors, ns household classes, one government sector and one
foreign trade sector which together are equal to n, + nz +2, The number of duals are
equivalent and thus the primal and dual sectors together total to 2(nl + nz + 2)
equations. '

The number of variables are, ru product variables. ne income variables, ' one
government income variable, one total foreign trade variable, the exchange rate, ki
import variables with i = ru + ns + 1 and Si the difference between the total products
and its delivery to all sectors (I.e . stock formation in sector D, For the dual 'va r iables
there are again ru + n2 + 2 price variables.

The policy variables may be selected with a base matrix on hand by preparing
shifts on the products (Xi ), the incomes (Yu ), the government incomes and the
government expenditures, Direct and indirect taxes may be fixed along with an
appropriate set orprices (Pj ), outputs (Xi ), the shadow pr lcesof stocks (SI) or savings
to study the impact of the policy package on the unknowns of the system.

For the policy analysis of AAF'-SAP at the country level it should first be
reiterated that, as explained before. a large number of the coeff'icierits are imputed to
facilitate policy simulation. Thus in the actual application, the exercise is to start with
the two base period matrices and their financial equilibration. This is followed by
imposing certain changes in production and consumption sectors 01' in government
taxation and expenditure sectors and some admissible limits in the balance of payments
or government budget. Then the consequences are worked out through the entire model
in respect of the changes that are imposed on the other variables and in the financial
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sector and examine their feasibility . If found infeasible through suitable counteracting
changes in the pclrcy 'pa ckage the variables are shifted more nearly to the feasible limi t
in a process of iteration to approximate convergence.

In a more refined version of the model the specific limits to primary resources and
labour of various sk'iilsand' equipments in the short-run can also be incorporated in
order to bring out the specific limitations for different countries due to the limits and
to the tempo of structural adjustment with transformation,

It should he clear that the presentation of the model-type has been along
structuraljiarafneters and policy variable used in a general equilibrium model in a
"Balance Method" 'except for the technical coefficients which mildly introduce an element
of production functions. However, some checking systems of a partial type can be easily
introduced to bring parts of the model into the purview of marke~ focus.

2.4 Some limitations of the extended input-output model-type

The present model has two limitations as outlined below:

a) The input-output coefficients, the allocation coefficients as well as the
import coefficients are based on one point estimates as in the standard
input-output analysis. Wherever possible, therefore, some checks in
disaggregated or aggregated macro-models in one or more equations may be
cunstructed as checks. Thus the correction factor for consumption
coefficients by using rustcrtcal income and family budget data may be used
to update the consumption coefficients. The price elasticities may also be
checked out in a similar way . Simila.rly historical data for capital and
labour using econometric models of the Cobb-Douglas or C.E.S type may be
used in disaggregated or aggregated form for the correction of the import
coefficient data. The allocation structure of the necessary goods in
consumption sector and the requisite subsidies may be checked by budget
analysis and other studies. The export demand from the rest of the world
may have .t o be checked against the world trend and the share countries
have in the total export.

b) The Dynamisation. of the model-type and the lines along which it may be
done is an even more difficult and complex question . The interaction of
variables like land, water availability and probability of draught etc. may
have to be treated in a broad canvas introducing these coefficients in' a
suitable model of a much Ionger-itlme span . The methodology of this is not
available in neo-classical market clearing mechanism and" has to be
developed theoretically and gradually extended to individual countries of
Africa for the policy implication of such basic constraints, The model-type
outlined in this section . being only a passtvs framework for accounting; .
must be strengthened by such auxiliary .ba ck -iup systems, both political,
social and economic.

2.5 Alternative Applications of the Model-1'ype to a "Core" Transformation Strategy
; I

It is possible to tailor the model-type outlined above to alternative transforma
tion strategies. In this section a "core" transformation strategy which draws fromthe
experience of India is briefly discussed in relation to the model-type .

In the Second Five Year Plan in India a very wlde range of polley options were
taken up and this after about a year's working out was found to be operationally not
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tenable. Under such a situation policy makers opted for a "core " strategy which Involved
giving 'specia l priority to some sectors while the others remained more. or 'l es s on ;t h eir
historical trend movements. This transformation strategy seems veryappli~able't'o the
AAP-SAP central theme of adjustment with transformation and below; the use 'of t he
model-type to analyse such a strategy is discussed , For simplicity only four production
sectors are assumed plus a sector each for income groups, government and' the rest of the
wcrld: . r- -C ' . ' . , . . .

I ! : :- . J l '

Assume that the core transformation policy is to replace gross output in sect!~r X2
by (1 + 92) X2 and sector X3 by (1 + da ) X2 where dz and da would denote the hypotheti
cal increment or domestic production of X2 and X3. For example a dectslon could.be made
that a twenty percent increase (Le. d2 = ds = 0.2) will have to b'e aGhi~Y~din.a s'p~cif'ied , ,.
Per iod 'of time. . , , . , . .

. !

We now rewrite the model as follows for the plan period

(l +da )Xa = .a31 Xi +a3 z(l +d2 )X2 +a3 3(l +da )Xa + E3+053

X4=a41Xl + a<l2 (l+d2»)(,z+a43 (+d:::)X3 + E4+0S4

X~ =a~d( + ae.a(l +d2 )Xz'+~ 3(l +d3 )X3 + E~ + aS5

XI' .= a71Xl + a72(1+dz)Xz + a73(1+d3)X3 + E7+0S7

. Itis to be noted that only the 2nd and 3r<ii sectors have been changed as a matter
of policy . The consequential change has gone into the inputs as technically determined
or where relevant as polley determined. Computation is then carried out for the first or
second order interactions.

On the delivery side the increased output d2 X2 and da X3 is routed as a first option
to the domestic consumption sectors, without being balanced by reduction of imports so
that consumption is increased without reduction of Imports. The transformation policy
thus seeks to increase domestic output arid .pass it on to the consumers without affecting
imports. The consequence orthis transrormatron-can then be worked out.

, I . ' . ,_~: .

The exercise, however, has still to go on into the basic factors involved in this
increase , e.g. land, ,equipments, trained labour. the technology to be adopted etc. For
each of these, auxiliary production function may have to be setup depending on the
choice of the production function.

By using a simple input-output format the focus is mainly on the macro-balances
of the economy. , POI: capital, land etc. the two forms usually taken up in .product lon
function estiIri'iI."if6-n are the Cobb-Douglas form or the C.F..S. function.

For the major sectors .one may then form the production function 'for the ith sector
either in the form I •

•
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With or without the usual restriction (X i +131 =1. The corresponding form for the
C.E.S. Production function will be

Xi = 0.1 (5,L-P +(1-6) K-P)- /P

Where a is the efficiency, 0 is the input efficiency and P is the substitution parameter,
Land K are labour and capital.

. It i$ suggested at this s~age that one should go for the simpler Cobb-Douglas type
of function fitting of major sectors which are to be transformed and to see that the
resource .cons t ra i nt on land or labour or capital is no t violated by the proposed
transrormatton. But this part will ob viously need some am ount of research.into sectoral
producttonrunc ttons. It is suggested, therefore, that a su b-ima t r ix of restraint should
be set up in the form of limits on capital, labour, land 0 t;,~ , i' U l the major sectors and a
physical resource balance drawn up using proposed targets in a production function to
check the feasibility of thelimits.

One may thus easily see that the ramifications of a change even in only two
sectors necessitates a .wh ole array of changes which are assessed either through past
series or through technical experience of workers or managers in ot he r sectors . If these
changes are to put any restraint on the magnitude of the increase absolutely, then such
restraints will have to be considered, Suppose there is no arable land available at all,
then, obviously, the question of reducing land in other agricultural sectors and Lt.s
consequences has to be brought into the picture.

Overall the point ·t.o observe is that a model-type based ·on social a ccounting
matrix (SAM) can only provide the broad -ba~,ed framework for balances. spectrlc macro
economic equations have to be. set up as auxiliary equations which will eventually help
to supplement the SAM framework.

Also it must be borne in mind that by its nature, a very detailed SAM is difficult
to build up numerically. The practical way would be to construct a moderate sized SAM
and depending on policy needs to set up auxiliary equations for each of the changes and
its consequences,

Finally, it must be re-emphasised that detailed modelling of AAF-SAP is
esaen ttallv country specific and resource specific.in e very sense. Each country has to
consider its resources a.nd decide on the core strategy for that coun t ry . The tempo at
which the strategv is to be carried out depends to some extent on detailed modelling
exercise ' with specific preferred changes to .an tlclpate the stresses and strains in the
various sectors that will have to be accepted to carry out the new strategic change in the
economic and social milieu of the country.

"

"
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PART III: TOWARD AN AAP-SAP GENERAL EQUILIBRIUM MODEL
(AAP-SAP-GEM): SOME CONSIDERATIONS

3 .1 Bacl<ground Considerations for an AAF-SAP-GEM

It should rtrst be noted that since AAP- SAP embraces multiple-objective and
multiple-instrument programmes. the ideal and effective analy.trcal and evaluation tool
for such programmes would be an economv- wlde general equUibrium model. Further, since
the central theme of AAf-S.AP is that of adjustment with transformation, it is evident
that there is need for the model to have . the capacity to deal with the adjustment

. dynamics in the Iong-iterm.

Secondly for any multi-objective programme with multiple-instruments, there is
need to ascertain the nature and magnlt uries of possible conflicts and trade-iorrs (in both
the objectives and the Instruments) and. as such a-model to analyze AAF-SAP country
programmes must facili t.a re experlmenta tion WIth '131' ious combinations of 0 bjectives and
policy packages along with the analysis of the time pat tern of conflicts and trade-offs
(I.e. the time pattern of structural transformar ion). Thusvthe model should be able to
simulate both the effects of a .gradual adoption, of policies ( wi th possible gradual
structural-parameter shtrts ) as well as those of a "shock" introduction of sets of policies,

Thirdly, AAF- SAP advocates the avoidance of a highly standardized and stylized
approach to modelling the African, economies. This is valid since, there are many
different cha ra ct eris t ics among the different econornies of Arrlcan .countrtes . Indeed,
experience tends to show that the transrerence of models from one country to another has
rarely achieved the desired results because orten, the objectives being pursued by one
country and the policy-space available in such a country need not coincide with those
in another couIlny..

From l:he above three basic considerations emerges the most'basic question: What
type of comprehensive model incorporating the nohstic and versatile approach of AAP
SAP can be proposed at the gene ral Han-country specific level. Of course , AAF-SAP
recognized the importa nce of this quest.ion and therefore proposed a very fl exible
framework which gives "gu idi ng posts" t o be Jollow ed in the eventual elaboration of any
country model. While the present errortIs cl early i.n t ended .t.o go a step beyond the
framework proposed In AAF-S l\P', it should be Iirrnly kept in mind that the effort should
not result in recommending a ,st ::J.n dar d model for all African countries, Thus, what. is
presented in this sec tion should be taken as furth er -Ind icaulve steps that can assist
indiVidual countrres to elaborate count.rv-rspecif'ic AAF-S.'\P-GE~.'l s.

:3.2 Pie ce- wise poli.cv (~xp erimentation for an AAP-SAP gNleral equilibrium

Model builders are becoming in creasin gly :::lW ~ re of the fact that most implement
able models "grow " slowly from a number of expe ri meu t a t.lon with separate studies of a
number of ralatlonsb lps among sets of variables. further, the reality of the paucity and
unrelrabili ty of s t att s t ica l data in Afric a makes tns approach of' piece-wise policy
experimentation more practical since data a vailablli ty will imp ose specific limitations
on wh a t socio-economic relationships ca n be spectf'ied, estimated and simulated. In this
section, some elements of the piece-wise approach t o elaborating a gener a l equilibrium
model are outlined. These elements should be seen as building blocks which will lead to
a full understanding of a number of relationships and transmissions of effects. The list
of the elements should not be taken as exhaustive as the components are bound t.o change
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among countries and overtime along a development path . Overa:ll from the different
groupings of the list as given below, manipulation points (where policy variables are
explfcrtly Introduced and manipulated) should be easily identifiable to anyone familiar
with model-building.

(0 Taxes & Transfers

(a) Direct & Indirect Taxes, Transfer Payments
Changes in rates and/or transfers' between sectors (changes
in net sectoral terms of trade) or between income groups.

(b) Tax Reform
Increase in tax collection while reducing tax burden on the
poorest segment of the economy (wage earner).

(c) Production Subsidies
I . By commodity & services.

(d) " Interest Subsidy; Investment Tax Credit

(ii) Support of Agricultural Sector

(a) Food self-rsuff'lciency
Changing land shares between food and export crops, changing
relative prices between ' food and export crops, changing
productivity levels.

,1 ' .

" , >(b) - Agr-icultural Price Support
Exogenize price if it is determined in the domestic market and
use foreign trade as the residual. If the price is determined
in the world market. manipulate import tariffor export subsidy
so as to support the target domestic price.

(c) Price Subsidy on Agricultural Products

(d) Public Capital in Agricultural Sector (or Public Works)
By increasing public new investment in agriculture or
redistributing public capital stock into agricultural sector.
(stock approach)

(e) Productivity (and Agricultural Production Technology)
Change time trend or a shift factor in production (or supply)
function, introduce weather variable to capture effects of
drought etc.

(iii) International Trade
.,

Foreign sector policy experiments are proposed here assuming the exis tence of the
following system.

Exchange raters) can be endogenously determined or treated as exogenous .
. ,-

For the products whose prices are determined in the domestic market. fixed
export share quota and import coefficients can be used.
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For the product whose price is determinetl in the 'wor ld market, export
import volume is obtained as a residual in 't he domestic market clearing.

(a) Export Promotion
Changes in export quota , or export market share.
Price subsidy, export premium, and/or export subsidy.
Multiple exchange rates to promote specific products and/or sectors.

Increased public capital in export-oriented sectors.
By increasing public new investment into the relevant sectors or
redistributing public capital stock into the sectors.

(b) Import Substitution
Changes in import quota. '
Changes in import tariffs, import duties.
Multiple exchange rates to promote specific products and/or sectors

Increased public capital in import-substitution-supply 'sect or .
By increasing public new investment into the relevant sector. (flow
approach)
By increasing or redistributing public capital stock into the sector.
(stock approach) .

(c) Devaluation as a typical expenditure-switching policy:
Aim at evaluating the outcome of 'dev a lu a t ion , whether it is
expansionary or contracticnarv. :as well as the sensitivity of the
parameters in relation to it. These could include elasticity of export
supply, of import demand, and of import substitution supply. The
capacity to shift resources into the tradeable goods sector can also
be investigated. Effects on shifts of income from wage earners to
profit earners and other sectoral wage changes should be examined.

(d) . Trade Liberalization
Complete or partial Iiberalizatdcn of trade , uniform tariffs in a
subregional context (e.g. PTA), structured imports and changes in
import levels etc.

(Iv) Technology

(a) Substitution ,Poss ibili t ies
Experiment with changes in the elasticities of substitution by the use
of CES production functions .

(b) Adoption of More Labor- Intensive Technology
Increase the labor share in the production functions.

(c) Upgrade Workforce
Manipulate the distribution of labor force by skill level exogenously,
or install labor-skill distribution as a function of educational
expendi ture and 0 ther variables and manipulate on the determinants.

"

(v) Financial Sector: Credit Control, and Interest Policy

Experimentatiqn in this area should focus on how the financial markets can be
. modeled into the system. However, for a financial market equilibrium, there are at least

three schemes which have to be taken into account:
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(a) Average borrowing cost is regulated and supply basically accommodates
dernandgiventheborrowlng constraints on the different types of borrowers
(firms, households, governments).

(b) Aggregate supply -dfloanable funds is fixed (I .e. 'giv en exogenously), and
average borrowing cost is determined by the market demand-supply
interplay in the absence of credit rationing.

(c) Both borrowing cost and loaned fund are determined through the process of market
clearing.

Some other specific areas for experimentation include:

(a) Differentia} Effective Loan Rate among sectors
e.g. putting a discount: f'ac t or 1 J~ . ~ L,; I :"d fl rate (relative to the

average lending rate) in the computation of implicit rental cost of
capital for' the firms under consideration.

(h) , Across the Board Credit Squeeze
Increase the regulated nominal interes t rate.
Reduce the aggregate supply of loa n a ble funds.

(c) Credit Rationing
Drs trrbute a fi xed supply of investable funds exogenously among
sectors or firms.

In each of the above experimen ts, the influence on saving and investment
interactions should be carefully examin ed .

Transfer of (Ownership of) Factors of Production

(a) 'Lan d Reform
Redts trtbuttcn of land. specifically from large-scale farms to small
scale farms and effects on land, la bou r productivity, income
dl s trtbu tlon etc .

(b) Capital stock Tran sfer (In Static Sense ;
Change the distribution of capi tal nrncns; large-scale, medium-scale
and sm all- scale firm s.

Poverty and Income Distributi on

In the context of properly evaluating t he impac t of diffe r-ent pol icy packages on
the poor and vulnerable. it is important to undertake specit'lc e xperiments in modelling
the various transmission of policy effects r. o different ca tegories of the population.
such experimentation could involve the concep t s or the macro-reconorny (policies of
adjustment: and transformation), the meso-economy (involv ing the transmlsslon process
e.g. product-and services markets . economic inf'rastructure and the social mrrastructure)
and the final Impact on t he mlcro-r econ orny (hous eholds. and s oci a l classes e.g. women,
children etc). Work along these lines 1:"> being undertaken by the Worl d Bank in the
context of the project on the Social Dlmenslons of Adjustment (SDA). However, individual
African countries should start making their own piece- wise investigations in t h i s area,
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3.3 A schema of a general eqUilibrium model-type for AAP-SAP

As emphasized earlier, it Is not; intended here to develop a standard model to be
applied to all African countries. However, what can be done is to present a schema that
follows the AAP-SAP framework . This schema can be developed a ccording to specific
characteristics of a given country. The schema as presented hl~re is tauored along the
outllne of the formalization or [he AAP-SAP as given in the Anne x of the published
document E/ECA/Cr~L15/6!Rev .:3 . Thus th e production runctIons are .r lr s t defined ,
followed by the definition of income distri butlcn among ins t i tut ions and then the various
gaps among the needs to be satisf'ied. Price equations are also introduced: As will emerge
in the present section, the model schema fits cl osely within the structure of a social
accounting matrix.

0) Production andPactors of Production Ed :) "i.

Output can be rnode lied as a function of t 1.': O kinds of inputs:

(1) - factor resources such as labor (an aggregare of different. skills, capital also
an aggregate of dlrfercnt categories) and land. These factors are not produced during
that period being simulated. (2) - In terrnediate good s

In general, on e can conceive these two kinds of inputs as substitutable among
them. It is reasonable, ho wever, to assume that , at least wltlun one period, there is no
substitution between the factor l'eSOUl'ces and the intermediary inputs, and that this
substitution holds only between the elements of the first kind of inputs . mainly. between
capital and labour. Substitution is also coneeived to hold at the level of aggregation of
some factors, such as between the diff'ere nt s k ill s for the labour ra etor. and the dlffercn t
categories of capital. The Intermediate inputs are assumed to be given by fixed input
outpu t coefficien t. 10(l.j).

The functional form that can be considered as general and flexible is the
generalized CES function. 'I'h is is rorm fl exible enough to permit a wider specitfcat.ion of
the technology in the different ' sectors. Dependlng on the values of the elasticity of
substitution , the technology may correspond to one or other well known production
functions, such as the Cobb-Douglas, or in the extreme ca s e of zero elasticity to the
Leontief fix ed coefficient production function.

This is gi ven as:

xno> = :\D(O(111 (Ll.Laggf I)" (I 1 + 1.12 (I).Kr... gg(I)O" (I) +\1 3 (I).Tagg(I)O" (I i Jlr« ( I)

Where 111 (I) , jlz (1) I ).13 (1) are parameters.o, are the shares in the production
functions. oP(D is the elasticity of subs ti tu tion with op=l/(a-l)

"

XDO) is the domestic sectoral output. ADO) is a shift parameter and can be
interpreted as reflecting disembodied technology. AD(1) is a constant within a
period and may be changed between periods to simulate for example weather
uncertainty for the agrlcu ltural production function.

Kagg(I) is the stOCK of aggregate capital goods assumed .t o be fixed by sectors
wi thln a period. A unit of sectoral. capital stock is assumed to consist of fixed
proportions of different Investment goods (construction, machinery etc ... ) the
proportions v a ry among sectors.
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Lagg(I) is an aggregate of labour inputs.

Tagg(I) represent the aggregated land factor input which can be weighted by a
quality index ·(depending on such factors as water, weather natural fertility,
approximity of infrastructure etc... )

Factors aggregation

The sectoral labour input is an aggregation of different types of labour,
differentiated by skills and other types . One can differentiate this also by institution:
private/public, or by gender.

One can use a CES form for the labor aggregation. The particular Cobb-douglas
form has been however, used in many studies and proved to be a good aggregation form.

Lagg{I) =nssLO,ss)Ld15 t (55. I)

The Ldist (ss.I) represents the shares of different types of labour by skill In the
aggregation function .

The capital aggregation is made up in the same way and the same can be applied
, ; to the aggregation of the land. factor where the dlff'erentiatfng elements would be

the quality of land (e.g. fer·tility and productivtty characteristics etc ... ).

Kagg(I) = nkk K(kk,I)kd 1 s t (I,k, I )

Tagg(I) =Ilt t T(tt,nt <l15 t ( t t ,1)

! .

Demand for Factors of Production

In the traditional computable general equrlibrium models, the demand for factors -
labour and capital - is determined on the basis of the first order conditions of profit

maximization. However. in the African situation. it seems best not to assume the neo
classical market clearing and deal rather with institutionally determined clearing
structures .

For labour, the supply of labour in the different sectors can be formulated as a
function of time while the demand for labour can be taken directly as a function of value
added. The wage levels in different sectors can be taken also as a proportion of the value
added from historical analysis of the components of value added. Capital requirements
can be estimated directly from sectoral incremental capital-output ratios.

(ii) Income Distribution Block

From 't h e production block ' outlined above. the model should proceed to the
derlnttlon Of Income by different' institutions. Essentially, three broad institutions
should be catered for namely households, firms and government. These, however, can be
disaggregated ' a s desirable and if data permits. For example households could be
disaggregated into rural and urban or into low, middle and high income levels. Firms
could be disaggregated according to scale or in terms of formal and informal sectors.
Below is a sketch of some general formulations fOI~ , the income of different institutions.
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Household Incomes

Households income comes from their respective shares in the factor incomes and
also from transfers from the governments and, outside. The mapping from factor income
to household income in the model goes through obtaining first, the income of labor and
capital rent etc. by skill and category. then, through the proportional shares of
households in these factor categories.

The factors income by category can be directly aggregated as follows:

r , labor incomes by skills

LINC (65) == EI w(ssLL(I,ss)
: '

capital incomes by sector

KINe (I)= PVA(I).XD<I) - Es s w(ss).LO.ss)

. : . ,

The total household income, can then be obtained by summation of factor income:
the wage revenue coming from the share in labor employment (different skills). the share
in the capital revenue (for those households which have a share in corporations) plus the
share in 't he net trarisrers from government, and corporations plus international
remittance. . . ; . .

Government Revenue

Government current revenue (net of subsidies) can be defined by the rollowing
general definitional equation."

GR ='I'F - SUB+IT+DT+FBOR"ER
+KSE

where

TF = total revenue from import and export dutrec.
SUB =total subsidies
IT = indirect taxes
DT =direct taxes '.' '
FBOR =foreign receipts grants and borrowings
K'SE =operating surplus from public' and semi -public enterprises

(Ill) Expenditure and the Satisfaction of Needs

Having defined the income distribution pattern among different categories of
households and government, (revenue of firms can be taken as a residual), the
expenditure levels as well as the degree to which specified needs can be sattsfied (for the
different income categories) are 'defined in a third block of equation as suggested in the: . ,

8 Each componeri t in the government revenue can, of course, be
expanded into detailed equations to adequately reflect the possible
structure of revenue and capture possible effects of different
policies.
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' !ge,:aer a l formalized framework of ~AF-SAP. , Below is a schematic presentation 'of the
, formulation for, expencrturelevels and the satisfaction of needs. '
I • 1 ~ . . . ' l- :" . •'. s: · , ' . I

J I , . IDxpendit1.ireiby Households
. . .' .,. . , ~J : : : ". . .

Beartng in mind the paucity of data on household consumptton patterns in Africa
(few African countries have completed household budget surveys), it is desirable to
postulate relatively simple and straightforward formulations. Therefore , the general
formulation given below can and should in practice be collapsed into more manageable
relationships that accord with the quality and quantity of data available.

cu.n = Co(I)+ll-s(j»)YD(J).D(I,J)

, (where,

cn,J) =consumption of the product of sector I, by household category J.

disposable income for household category J.

= marginal propensity to save by household category J. '

minimum required consumption of output of sector I to satisfy a
specified level of minimum needs for that output.

Co(I) =

:' ~

. sO>

YD(J) =
D(I,J) = distribution parameter that allocates consumption outlays for the

output of sector over and above the specified minimum for each
category of households.

Government Consumption

To facilita,te the analysis of different policy options on the government budget
(e.g. the different concerns of AAF-SAP regarding increasing the expenditure on the
social sectors or reducing the expenditures on the military) an allocative equation is
proposed namely;

G.C(I) = GC.DG(I)

where:

GC(I) = the different sectoral expenditures of government.

GC = total government expendi ture tha t is determined exogenously
taking into account revenues and the concerns of controlling
the deficit.

DG(I) =
' J

distributional shares for government expenditures in the different
sectors which would reprssent t h e policy choices.

Investment

To introduce the importance of investment as a major policy variable in the process
of adjustment with transformation it seems logical to take it as exogenously determined.
However, even in this context a number of various permutations need to be considered
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t6 take account of the differing effects of different pattern of sectoral investment
allocation as well as the role of the private-sector or the informal sector. Different
categories of investors could also be contemplated to distinguish for example, between
foreign direct investment and internally induced domesttc ,e'gp~tal {ormatJQf.l. The
treatment of investment in the model along the general lines below could prove both
reatlstlc and analytically,useful.

. "

. ITOT(I)

where

ITOT{J)

=

=

IG('I)+~J IPRWH.J)

Total investment in sector I,

IGO) = Government investment in sector i (exogenously determined)

IPRIVO,J)= Private investment by type of investor J in sector I.

The treatment of Imports and Exports

In the treatment of imports, the "Armington"? formalization which has been used
in many CGE Models and which has proved very useful in econometric estimation of import
demand functions can be proposed.

The Armington function (CBS) allows to treat a commodity as an aggregate across
countries but specifies product differentiation by country 'of origin.

For each tradable ccmmodi ty, an aggregate or composite commodity X(I) is defined
as a CES function of two imperfect substitute elements: an imported commodity M(I) and
a domestically produced and consumed commodity XXD(I).

Then we have the follOWing formulation:
: " . '

X(D = AC(I).l6(I).M(I)-PC (I) +(l-o(I)XXD(D-PC (I) \-1 i PC (I)

where 50) are parameters : AC(I) is the Armington shift parameter" and ' 0' (1) is the
elasticity of substitution be tween Mtl) and XXD(I) with d=l!(pc+l) '

' . ~ I -

Demand for Imports ; . , .

M(I) and XXD(I) can technically be looked at as like inputs in the composite goods
X(I) and one can get the derived demand for M(I) and XXD(I) in the same way we get the
derived factor inputs in a traditional production model, by minimizing the cost of the
composite supplv given the composite good aggregation function:

lM(I)!XXD(I)} = (o(I).PD(D,!( 1-0(1)PM(n 1 1 /( 1 + p e I ( ) )
,

'Not e that the demand for Importsequation can be rewritten as

{PM(I) .M(ID! {PD(I).XXDO)}={O(I)/l-om I[5(I). PD(I)/(l-6(I) .PM(I)]a ( I ) - 1

The Equation shows how, for any change in' the relative price of imported goods,
following an exchange rate policy or other exogenous shocks, the responsiveness of

• I . • I . .

9 See Learner srtd STERN's Book, Q~antitative International Economic
s,Boston: Allyh and Bacon.
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domestic demand depends on the level of the elasticity of' substitution, If oc(J) Is close
to zero,

1l\'1(I);'(XXD(I)l would be equal to 16(0/( i-oO)l = constant

Th\,.l.S any change in re lative price does not affect «urectlv the demand for imports.
1 : I I J

, ., In many develop in gcountrles , especia lly In the .Afrtcan cont ln e n t, the elasticity
of substitution is evidentl\" Jaw, in that, for buth inputs and con sumpt ion goods , Imports
and domestically produced goods are rather cornplemen tary goods wit h elasticity of
subsr.ltution nearing zero,

Furthermore, th e import comp on ent in the compos i t e X ~ l)is gener all ,r high and
essential, both in the consumpti on s ide (basi c. goods) or in th e producti on side (inputs),

Tile T r ea t m2 Cl t c f Expc)['!:s

The Demand for exports

Technically the dollar prrce of a particular cou n t ry' s e xport rWE! depends on
endogenous factors such as the dom esti c product cos t s . the exchange rate policy and
export incentives .

PWE(I) =PD(I) /l( 1+TE(I)).ERI

Where 1'E(1) is the export subsidy rate and ER is the exchange rate. In the
treatment of the demand for exports, there is need to take into account. some of the
imperfect char act.ers of the international market and. the product different.ia tion by
country of origin.

One general formulation that can be tried Is- 0

E(I) =Es (I) [rr(I) !PWE(I)j ! I (I)

where

pO) == the price elasticity of e xpor t demand.

rrCl) = an "aggr ega te " world pric e of product I reflecting a waigh ted average of
costs and trade intervention in the world market far the good. nO) is normalized
to 1; nO) can br~ taken as exogenous when t h e ':: 0 U ' I ~ ' ;.'- is small, (I.e , when the
country cannot influence the. wnr ld .pr.ice L. . ' .

Es (I) = constant representing the country' s market share wh e n nO) = PWE(I)

Any change on nO) 01' PWE(i) follo wtng an ex ternal shock or an exchange rate
policy will translate into an effect on E(I), The inten sity of th is effect depends. on the
amplitude of u O). changes on PWE(I) may have non negligible effect s on the wot'Id market
share of certain goods. For an unchanged PWE(I) , it is not certain that a country can
increase its share by only increasi ng produ ct i on and it may be more realistic to view the
world demand for exports as do wnward sloping.

10 See R. de Melo, Dervis and Robinson (1982)
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It should be noted that the parameter uG) has important implications. Sectors
with p(I» 1 would be characterized as monopolistic sectors. Sectors with very high price
elasticity of demand would be characterized as competitive export sectors . This will
concern products characterized by an infinitely elastic international demand. Products
with price elasticity demand nearing zero are those facing either one or' other type of
external or internal quotas.

The shares of exports EW in the domestic production XD(I), (domestic sales) and
the share destined to the domestic consumption (XXD)(I) are derived from a constant
elasticity of transformation (CET) function of exports and domestic sales.

XD(I) :::: AT(I) [TO) .E (DP t ( 1 ) +(1-1 (I) .XXD (I)P 1 ( 1 ) j ( 1 ) I ( P t ( I ) )

or

XD{I)::::ATO)[ 1(1) .EO){ cr I ( I 1 -1 ) I { crt ( J) ;. +(1- T (I) . X XD (f)u t ( r - 1 ) } I cr I ( I i jcr ( [ ) / {O" ( -

I i -1 )

For the sectors or commodities where exports are comp etitive with infinite export
demand , (some agricultural commodities lor small countries), the export Supply is

IE(I)I /!XJ~D(I)I:::: rIPE(Oi iIPD(OI.lO- ~(f)l/{ ll(I)lj1 /{PI (11-1}

where at ::: elasticity of substitution between Em and XXD(I).

The Int.roduc;tion of PriCE'S

1) Deffnltlon of domestic prices of imports

PM 0):::: PWMW'ER 'O+TMCI)

where

PM (1) is the domestic price of import of goods

(I) P'VM(I) is the wor ld market price of imported good (I) (in dollars).

ER is the real e xcha n ge rate (CFA per dollar)

11\1 (I) is the tariff rate on import of good (0

2) Definition of domestic export prices of export (composite; goods).. :

PE (I) =PWE (I)'ER(l+TE(I)

where,

PWE (1) is the world price of good I (in dollars)

TEO) is the export du t y rate.

3) Value of domestic sales (absorption)

P(I) 'X(J)=PD(I)' XXD(I)+PM(I) ' MO )
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Where PO) is the price of composite goods. The composite good definition and
aggregation is explained next in the production equations block.

~ , ,I , I . .

X(.I)~s the. composite good (I) supply

PD(I} is the domestic price of good (I)

XXD(I) is the domestic sales of I(produced in the country)
. • 1 :

4) Value of domestic output (salill
- I' I ' • I I

PX(I).XD(I)=PD(I)' XXD(I)+PE(I) &E(I)

Where PX(U is the average output price by sector I.

XD,<P istl1e domestic output by sector (I).
, .• : '_I ~ : . ~ ; ( f .

5) Value added price definition

PVA(I)=PX(I)$ll-ITAX(I)I - SUM{J,IDCI,J)'P{J)I

Where ITAX is the indirect tax rate for sector 1.

rOO,J) is the input-output coefficient matrix.

If there are subsidies on inputs

P(J) in the equation is replaced by

. {P(J) - mpsub'(J)

6) Prices of capital goods

PK(I)=SUM(J, P(J)"IMAT(J,I)

Where PK{I) represents the rate of capital rent by sector 1.

IMAr(J,I) is the caprtal composition matrix. As it is explained in the annex,
reading down a column of this matrix, a row entry gives the fraction of the column
sectors.

(d) Alternative closure rules for the Model

Below alternative closures are presented for the labor market, foreign exchange
market and investment - saving gap. The choice of a specific closure has important
effects on the analysis of the processes of accumulation, growth and income distribution.
Closure rules also add new dimensions to the structuralist features represented in the
core model through the substitutability (elasticities) between products .a nd factors. of
production and to enable the introduction of the imperfect characteristics of some of the
markets.
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The labour marlcet closure

Two alternatives closures are presented f'or the labour market, segmented with
different categories (e.g. skills, rural/urban). In the first alternative. wages are fixed
and firms are assumed to be on their demand curves of labor.

Wa(ss) =-Wa (55)

In this case, both aggregate and sectoral employment are determined endogenously.

Of course, any theory specif'ymg alternative empirical wage formation can be
incorporated in the model such as that of partial adjustment to inflation where

w(SS) = Wo (55) .Pludex

Another less realistic alternative in the African context is that of a labor market
clearing with an average wage adjusting to equate the aggregate labor supply and demand

'£:X LO.ss) =LS(ss)

Product market closure ;

In the product markets. price regulation in some sectors. like the agrtcultural
sector or some industrial subsectors can replace the market-clearing or mark-up pricing
system. In that case. the price equation in the model is replaced by.

P(I) = Po (I)

Excess supply and demand is then absorbed by exports or imports or by variation
of stocks.

The Foreign Exchange M~l.rlc~t Closure

'I'here are here two alternative closures: The first alternative would assume the
volume of foreign capital inflow and reflected as an exogenous value for the balance of
trade deficit. In this case the equilibratingmech.:nism is pr ovided by an endogenous
variation in the real exchange rate determined as the relative price of tradable and non
tradables. Using an index of domestic prices (a CPO a variation in the nominal exchange
rate affects directly the ratio of the domestic price of imports and exports to that of
domestic sales. A devaluation would raise this ratio, and would, if the elasticities permit
induce both export substitution and import substitution. Here. the model, by
"manipulating" the nominal rate relative to the domestic price index, determines the real
exchange rate.

In the second alternative, the exchange rate is assumed fixed and the foreign
capital inflow adjusts, with the balance of trade endogenously determined. There are two
possibilities: (a) the price index Is fixed exogenously, meaning that the real exchange
rate is also fixed, and the balance of trade adjusts. (b) the aggregate price Index is
endogenously determined and the real exchange rate will change but not necessarily to
adjust to clear the balance of trade.

The Saving-investment closure

In most of the models for developing countries the saving-investment equilibrium
is best tackled through as investment-driven-type of closure. This is justified by the
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active role and participation of government in the economy and important share it holds
in total investment, Heal aggtegn.te investment in this cl osure is 00St treated as
exogenously fix ed. POi' tne diff'ereru closures . the s av ing s and investment closure has
a number of effects. . -

One s uch clo s ure al te rna ti ve that seems of Iu t ercs t in t he con tex t orAAP-SAP is
what may be called a kalecki closure. In t h is clos u re price s a re mark -up prices. based
on prime cos t s of prud ue tlon. Th e level a nd struc ture of production are rotallv demand
determined. At •.'.!quilibriurn , sav ing ne ces s arily equal ~s Inv estment. Th e exchange rate
is a real exchange rate . since tne fix'3d mark-ups lrnp ly a fixed pri .:e index . An exchange
rate v a ri a t ion ge nc ra t.es a d.i s e qu l l ibrrum on the t'~';; V~ rn::tJ market which , because of the
fixed prices , ca n only be e lirnina t ed by e ithe r ~l c omp e ns a t ion of Icreign ca pi tal inflow or
al terna tlvely by v arious rationin g S Ch0 P.1C S . Another clos ure al t ernative (;0115i5 1:$ on a
mix of the Keynis la n and Kalecki an a pp roac hes a wl l-: . - '- r i ,.!{1 in a n umbe r of Latin
American COUlH.ri 8S. In the ::tr ue t ursl!sts model s 0 1' t ncs e coun tries , t h e mix is
implemented wit h fle x ib.le prices in S()HH-~ ,;(~C I.O l'S a g r icu lt ural sectors) and ma rkr ups in
the ethers,

J,

. . . .
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P. Trial App]jcation of one Model-'I'vpfl

1. Introduction

In this annex an attempt is made to apply on e of the model-o.ypes (presented in
Part II) by analysing the economy of an African country wit h the use of the comprehen
sive framework of a Social Accoun tlrig Matrix by specifl cal.ly focussing on whether
adjustment. policies have:

(a) imtro ved the balance of payments:
(b) had effects on the structure of t~l (' ~ __ ~ . _ ~'~ l~ omy or whether it has

tied it firmly t o (~ X.POI't n~gleeting the gr owt h of local skill and local selr
reli ance;

(c) succeeded in bringlng the sl igh cest change to ex treme form of export
dependen ce:

(di brought about a better inc ome dis tribution: and
(e) whe t he r it is possibl e that alternative policy packages would have been

possible t o make the econ omy more se lfrrellan t and less subject to
excessive e xternal dependence.

First , an ov a rv ie ..v of certain variable s is presented to generally ha ve an idea on
the above quest.ion s. Se co ndly an al t ernati ve policy st.rategy is tiied out with partial
modelling wi thin a 51\:\111

2 . OverY-ie ',\;' of an e(' onomy

An analy sis of rhc S/\ ~il te rerre d to in the f ootnote and subssquent natrona!
accounts data brings out c l. ea rl y several points which WHy be noted. r. lo ok at t h e SAM
shows t h e f011owing: r~ ,:.\ tures in 1981:

(a) Th e balance of payment on the curren t and capi tal a ccoun t s to gerhcr shows
a de:f1dt of £S164.'i ml lIi on ..I ::' 1'. 5 an ndj us t in g '-:OUIHl'Y the count.rv has
a d o p t e d po lIc i c s s o rent its e x por increased al cnz with Imp orts . The
balance of payment deficit wa s a s J'nllo ws -- $290 , :326 8 . $17 16, $12 90, $1.425
during the years 1984- HJ88. It ha s t o b,~ noted that the trade ba la n ce
dur ing the S~UHl~ p eriod wa s -S6 ~~ 2. - $,J ll , S ;~ " "i O -S1 5 , -8129. Thus a
negativ e though dec liru ng trade balance 11;a 5 i: ~HH'e whl !e the cup ita! a ccount
fl uctuations add p.d t o t'lE ! Ll' a UcOl balan ce g :!. v e 8. I'avoura ble h::tlance of
paymen t.

(b) As far a s [he f' ore lgn sector is c()n CGr n0 'i t rio cou n t r v In ques t tc n is thus <J.

strongly ac j u sring and succ oss ru) eco nomy, in (h e wa :' approved b' - IMP or
the \T'-d.:l flank. But an o xatnina t io n (' I chc oth er aspect.s of imnorcance to
the e '~' () n omy su ch a- . re dLl(' i n ~ t.he h Vi dependenCE! on f oreirrn trade both
on the e x pcrt :"Lh~ an d the imp ort s ide . al' e not v ery enco uraglng. Th e

11 The SAM used throughout this a n n e x i s that p repared by ECA for
the country for the year 1 981.

12 The dollar figures used in this annex for this countLy do net
correspond to the exchange rate of the country although the figures
are proportionately equivalent.
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following table shows the GDP at factor cost along with the export and
import clarifying this observation.

Accounting $ million

Heads
1984 1985 1986 1987 1988

GDP 12050 13880 16405 18960 21065
Exports ·5490 7018 9413 12034 14246
Imports 6494 8119 9199 13092 14820

From the table it is apparent that export has been on the whole over 50 per cent
of GDP and increasing to about 60 per cent. The same may be said of Imports.

The major export items and import items given below facilitate the ela.boratlon of
the heavy dependence of the country on foreign trade in one or two commodities.

Major Export items 1984 1985 1986 1987 . 198 8

W 2523 2867 3553 4310 4677
X 249 178 104 90 79
y 2151 3272 4951 6700 8527
Z 5066 6533 8918 11442 213661

The above table combined with the domestic production structure below has some very
illuminating picture.

Sector $ million
1984 1985 1986 1987 1988

Agriculture i341 1492 1652 1682 1553
Manufacturing 1768 2038 2411 2761 3107
construction )

Electricity and) 2681 3051 :3522 3940 9355
Water )
Wholesale and
retail trade, ) 2664 278i 30 2 6 3428 3687

transport and )
communication ) ,. , ! .

Other services 3778 8 9 17 4013 4135 4284
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The local agriculture sector is languishing although manufacturing has improved.
Trading has gone up again, mainly export-import oriented ,and services in government
have remained almost constant .

Overall, it may be stated that the country in question has the following features:

(a) Its balance of payment position is on an improving trend and the economy
is fairly liberalln the sense of international institutions.

(b) Its exports are tied to one or two commodities only: Wand Y with Y having
taken on a dramatic importance.

(c) It has high imports of food and other needs in substantial quantities.

(d) Most of the expansion over the years has gone along thellnes of exporting
one or two commodities and importing everything else, so that adjustment
of the balance of payment has not moved with structural transformation.
In fact. th.e instruments have all been geared mainly to adjustment of the
balance of payment on Its own.

However . it should be add ed t h a t the country in quest.ion being small one with a
small domestic market has so far done well by mainly concentrating on mono-r cul ture
exports and general import, but in the light of the AAF-SAP all the danger signals are
there especially as regards the following;

(a) It is completely tied to foreign market in spite of the possibility it has to
move substanr.iallv to wards s elf-i suff'lc iency in food, fishery and essential
manufactures for the domestic market .

(b) In trying to cater to the export market its domestic investment and skill has
mainly gone into export of products requiring low level of skllls and even
in this sector there has been no verticai integration, though the production
of intermediate goods instead of just importing them and merely processing
and assembling rhem. .

(c) The country. in trying to ca t e r to a tourist trade for a very sophisticated
foreign population. has also concomitantly and substantially distorted its
consumption pattern so that domestic skill is not geared to domestic
consumption needs.

However, the reality of the coun t ry 's economic situation is that if the authorities
were suddenly to try to move at a rast tempo towa rds self-sufficiency in all areas the
result would certainly be a chaotic failure as certain dislocations of the economy would
be unsustainable . iT. is in this context that the al ternative "core" of transformation
strategy is being analysed below using the model-type proposed in Part II of the present
paper. :

3. Presentation of the Base structure of th(~ Economy

This operational process will be initiated by defining a posslble "core" in the path
towards structural transformation. Let us assume that the core of the transformation will
be the development of the food-crops and fishery sectors as th» central policy.

In terms of the model, the following sectors are defined.

1. Export agriculture
2. Food-crops

- - ------ - --



3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Fishery 'and livestock
Mining and Mfg. sector
Labour, capital, households and enterprise
Government and financial services
Others
Foreign sector
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Ii "

In constructing a transaction matrix base on these sectors focus can be put on (1)
food crops (2) fishery and Iivestock and follow through the interaction of these two
sectors with other sectors. The condensation of the sector mainly emphasises the sectors
of Impor-tance tothe country and the impact of an initial transrormatton 'of the structure .

. , . . . . . .

Table (l) gives the condensed version of the base-period SAfvI in 8 sectors and is
" denoted In future by X(O). " ·

Table (2) gives the coefficient Matrtxcomputed on X(O). It is to be noted that
except the foreign sector (columnwise) all the others have been expressed as a
proportion. It is obvious that coefficients relating to sector 1 to 4 are standard input
'ou t put type 'of technical coefficient. For the other sectors the fullcwing should be kept
in inind: ' (

(a) The expenses of any sector due to government charges is taken as a fixed
proportion of its earnings. This is obviously arbitrary and the coefficients
can be changed by policy prescrlp tions if felt necessary.

(b) The entire import has been taken to be non-competitive and a rixed
proportion of total delivery . For the time being this is acceptable stncethe
country under study does not produce what it consumes either finally o'r!as
intermediate product. But this is to be treated as a flexible coefficient as
the economy ch.anges so that imports may be partly taken as fixed and partly
as a matter of policy.

(c) The sector comprising, labour, household and enterprise is really the
combined "value added" sector and its further sub-division will be
necessary later. It is assumed that final consumption from each sector by
this sector is a fixed ratio of' household income, somewhat like the
consumption function.

(d) The set of consumption coefficients thus constructed may even in the short
run be treated flexibly with policy change. The coefficient form 'is
maintained for manipulative operations only.

(e) The government expenditures are treated as proportions of government
income although this is not quite realistic and the current coefficients maY
be amended corresponding to policy changes with subsequent government
budgets.

(f) The exogenous column consists of exports and net capital formation
sectorwise.

(g) The equation relating the coefficient matrix to total delivery is the
standard input-output system namely: AX+E+S=X. '
Where X are-the total deliVeries, E Exports and S the surplus or deficit when
balanced against column total.

From the condensed table a further consolidarion has been made in Table 3 in ' order
to derive some macro variables like government expenditure, household savings. export-
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import balance, by consolidating the capital and current transactions in the ·foll owing
sectors;

1. Household etc.
2. Govt. and Financial Services
3. Others
4. Foreign Sectors

From this table the following balance relations emerge . , ' .
'Comblntngthe current and capital ale, we have household income as ccnsiatmg of

(factor) earnings' from within households, earnings from government, earnings from
manufacturing and other activities and earnings from rest of the world on current
account along with net capital inflow into household from other sectors and foreign
sources less the rate of interest on borrowed capital from other internal sectors plus the
interest earning on capital advanced plus the net loans and advances from foreign and
national sectors.

For: Government and financial sectors the .consoltda t cd current and capital
accounts go to government both. from national and foreign sources less the net dividend
and interest payment along with current earning of the Government through taxes and
its expenses through purchases of goods and services.

" It will be seen that the major balances including current and capital transaction
show for households and government net deficit current and capital inflow is less than
current and capital disbursements . In the rest of the World account the current and
capital earnings of the Rest of the World is less than the earnings of the country as
current and capital account together show a balance of payment in favour of the country.. . . . .

.Tahle 4 gives the matrix for temporarily equtlhbrating prices and costs for the base
per'iod where the typical sector equation shows the costs of internally processed material
(in ratio) x price. The import coefficient would have to be multiplied by exchange rate
and World Price to be equated to the price of the commodity. Thus , a typical cost price
equation will be of the form,say for sector (2). below:

, .:

a22Pl+aZ2P2+a32P3+ ........ am2.eJ>2w = Pa

Where the ar j is are the columns of the coefficients rnat r ix now forming a row (I.e.
t ranspose) e is the exchange rate and pz w is the world price of the imports into the sector
rrom rest of the world .

Given the exchange rate in the base period this will relate local prices and world
price in a single equation system. If the base period world prices are taken to be unity
the price will be determined as function of the coefficient and the exchange rate. Any
shift in the exchange rate, thus will shift relative prices, depending on the coefficients.
The coefficient matrix is given in Table 4 below for the Base period.

4 .Application of the model-type to a "core" strategy analysis ofthe country's
transformation

In applying the model-type for illustrative purposes a policy option of increasing
output of food and diversifying exports is taken. For this purposes a target increasing
the output of the sectors of food crops and of fisheries and Ilves tock by 20 per cent is
stipulated along the lines outlined in section 2.5 of the text. Thus as a matter of policy

. to achieve structural transformation only the second and third sectors are changed.
Table 5 gives, after computations the new transaction flows resulting from the increase
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of 20 per cent in the output of sectors 2 and 3 and the first order changes In inputs of
other sectors due to the increase of the two sectors. Tables 6 to 8 give the changes due
to the new transformation policy in the variables ccrresponding to Tables 3 to 4.

We shall briefly discuss the simulated approximate results of the transformation
for the first option. In this option outputs of sectors 2 and 3 are increased by 20% and
the resulting increase is allowed to flow into the consumption matrix without a cor
responding cut in imports.

On consolidating the current and capital matrix with the change in the current
matrix through the input output model table (6) shows that with a 20% change in output
of sectors 2 and 3 there is an increase in household expenses and there are small rises
in intermediate consumption in all the other sectors as a matrix multiplier effect
(considered only in the first round). The overall negative imports through rest of the
world slightly increase. By and large as these two sectors are small this transformation
does not substantially change the SAM when both capital and current accounts are
consolidated.

When we consider the second option of eutt lng down imports in sectors 2 and :3 as
there has been an increase in domestic production , this leads to a decline in 'import flow
in the household sector resulting in a cut down in Imports in this sector which have been
aggregated with other, imports.

I

The demonstrations of Table (3), (6) and (10) thus show that for moderate changes
in the flow matrix the overall results can be absorbed with marginal improvement either
in household consumption or in Imports.

It is to be noted that in this illustration we have not brought in the resultant
, changesin investment both imported and domestic which would be necessary to deal with
. ' t'h~ 'propos ed ' core ' changes. To do this . we have to follow 'u p the increased output
1 through a production function into the 'sh if'tIn capital el ther domestic or imported, AS

'discus sed earlier this is proposed to be done by using sui table production functions which
have not been discussed in this paper as this will require rather more data than was
available for the present exercise. ..

Coming to the these main closures of savings and Investment, Government revenue
and expenditure and import and export. the shifts may be noted from Table 3 • Table 6
and Table 10.

In the 1st option of increased domestic production without cutting down imports,
the household expend iture slightly increases so that. savings decrease as increased
production is di verted to expenditure thou gh not fully compensated by household income.

The three summary sets of totals given in Table (8), (6) and (10) may be profitably
compounded as below.
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ZOOii in Cl'e:l5E~ in S(;-)ctor ~ and :)

wi t .ho ut cutt.ing
do wn imports

Sectors
Aggregated , Income

Households 16690. 9
Gov ernment 4417.3
Rest of the
world. 4598.5

Base Table

Exp .

18148.6
4865.2

6558 .9

Income

16753.8
i .d ' ) / ' \.'1
-i:-:i':_~.o

401A.2

E xp .

182::37.1
4870.6

6679.5

Income

16690.9
5322.3

4509. 9

with cutting
down imports

Exp.

18148.5
4865.2

5558.9

The impact on the different rnacro-r balances rhus show 311 increase in household
expenditure and government e xp endi ture wi th a n Increase in cutrlows t o the rest of the
world in the 1st option. In the second option the household expend iture increases
directly and outflow to the rest of the wor ld declines resulting in an improved balance
of payment posi ttcn.

The simulated results of [he poss ible sec ond policy option are also presented in
'I'ables 9 to 12 which correspond 1,0 Tables 1 t o .] fur the base period and Tables 5 to 8 for
the first option. In this option it Is :).SSUIfl8d that the Increase due to extra production
iri .sectors 2 and ;3 is used not to subst n ut « f ur food imports.

The above results thus illustrate in v e ry s i mple terms "he current macro balances
and how they are changed '[)y'a policy optton for some s ect or s considering only the current
accounts. Fa!' amore comple'te picture this has tc be purs ue d alsc in the capital matrtx
so that the overall prcuure cr the economy d ue to changes in one or more sectors are
deliberately brought about by shifting policy to crans rorin the production structure .

As said before for a thorough exa mln a r. lou country speclf'ic sectoral production
functions however c ru de n eed 1:0 be brouzh r i n t 'J the picture. But: fat' most simple
economies this kind of' approximate srmulattcn car: lJU carried GUt. with comparative ease
demonstrating the feasibility or otherwise in propos .ad changes without gol.ng into very
complicated model fo rmulation,
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Export aqricu1ture 33.4 0.2 24 . ~ 1495.8 G.7 1555.5

Fecd cro~s 4.~ 19. 0 U6.u - , 5,7 17 1~~e , I

livestock and fishing 263.4 n ~ 3.1 271.6. 01

l,aning and tffg. sectors ","'( -t B.8 1.2 m.3 16 53.1 88.6 34d 2111.3 085.3 618.4~ ~ J . J

Lab, Cap, households,

en terpri5es 991. 7
# ., ..,

~27.3
.. "i ~ .... ~

mo.~ 34 ';4.1 2:55.7 38.~ li117.3 -426.4.;..,), I I .LJ~J.'

Cost of GCilL and

Fil:andal services lU 15.0 62.9 2 ~75.o 1585.ii ' 1' • 420.6 4417.3L. o . L

Others 177. 7 5.6 ~7 . 4 312. ~ 1155,6 31i. 2 84 G.C 2W.2 ~343.6 13S0.G

F•• w. 218.6 15.i :~.9 J'H.7 22 37. i 17 'j I 7 3523.3
. . "Total" 1558: 5" :72.0 255.2 4599.5 162'14 .3 5063. 7-· 3575.7" -..

m6":~ 37186.3 1572.0

Capital transacticn :37 3.7 -i 98. 5 1075.2
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Table 2: Coef:iciant Matrix of tne Sase ?er icd

8xport agriculture U22 i 0,001 0.0 90 0.3126 O .~0 2

Food crops 0.023 v.0040 0.0079 u. oom ~ ~
. w . ,

Livestock and fishery ~.n 54 0.(j UOO22 8.1

~ab, Cop . househol~s.

enterprises Q. c31l 0. SJ3 0.469 n.291 2 0. 5099 0.7510 Q.4336 88.0

Cost of Gon. and

?inand al service Q.OOi 3 0.070 0.01314 O.l 213 0.3590 0.GH 2 ' 26.6

Others 0.1142 0.033 C.ilOl 0.077 9 0.0615 0.071 8 0.1572 2441. 2

R.Ii. 0.1404 u.O,2 (j .2'j6 0.1682 0.1319 G.038 64
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I.,

Lab . Cr~p . 3 0usehcl ~~, 6~~e rpr15~

Cost . of

Ot~er s

:'4" ~ ~ 5 ~l -3~-~ G~ '::' .,. ". . ,

2,, ;: 6 .!.:~-:
:. .9 ... 4;1. ,

, I " . c w . ': ~ c • C ,

, ~ l :~
. ,. -. ~ , 5H'

, , / ' . ,
•~ ~ j 'J I I ': _.. ~ o. •. •. ~ t•.

~ : l j I -61" ) Ii, " 1j:~ 8, . .
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labie 4: The eq~ilibratifig Price ~acrix

E:<port aqriculture Q.0 227- G.;j7 95 O .c 3~ 1 j .I;~ 7j O. U~ ,j .:4C4

·. Poea cr~ps .; . ~G1 .: . :; ,,: ,
". "', 80: o .~ ~ ; J.03 2-.

. Li vestccs an ~ :is ~ir.g 'j. ~ 9 J oJ. ~ ,j,: ~ .~o ~ c- I J ~ ~ v.lOl G.2eo" .
I Minicg and Hfg., .

sec~crs
... "'I ~ ." , O.; C4 G ~ .~94 L iJ . L9.:..d 0 .'J : jl ~

"'l ,. ., ..... 0.: &8 2J. J d~ lr I J I : 1

• Lab, Cap. h ~ 'l1 s eh ol d s ," .
encerpr ise ... "... ... ,.,. v.v1 54 0.OS65 tj . :: ~ 9 9

("j . ,.., . ... r,' " '' 0.1319I) • J ~ J 1 J .1 l .!.J u... o' ~

o. Cost o! ~Cyt.

:i nanciai s "' 1"~ . ;" ~ j . O ;~ 2 0.001 52 Ij IGG~·a 22 ,j . ~ 2 0 1 O . ~ ; l :~ 0.353 0 G.Gila G.GJSii 4C",Y .:.,, \:

1 Others 0.0642 ~' .4 ~13 c ~.j~ 4 2 O.1 57L·.
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: . . ... 1'\.. '- ag ricJ:;;:jre 35.~4 11 ~ ~ 29.33 : 4 ~ S . ~ 4 J .8~ 1502. j:·...:.~ :., .I. I, " .'::'.1.

'000 4 : ~ 'k 17 ~ .3 f .-:';. ,- 205& .&3crccs ' ,.. .. , v

~ives~cck a::c r:S:lug 1 ~ ..,
! ~1 ~ ..:.

~ 1 .J 3i:.?4., ':' ,1, .... ':

t~ il!ing a n ~ I{fg. sEcto rs :.24.:3 i ~. 4 9 .:. .3J 4: 0,:4 ... :. ~ ii ~ sa.s; 343.49 '\ 6 · ... ... . C97 .S3 (ll a.4L ~ • . . ~ 1 ~1.~':

~ac , Cap , hC~ Schc:d s ,

enterprises ~ c·, ~ r; 16: .1S : 5U 5 ~ ;"t 4 . D;j 87:30 4 j ~ 9~ .:0 2~5 ~ .3S S~ . ~4 ~71~j.13 -426 .~.. "' "1, 1 .

C05t of GOH ~~d

: inaacial servi ces l U D 22, Bi 02.SC .iuE.6 ~~~; . 1 ~ 2~c .49 428 .42 H2 L~Q

Others :7S. :i 2 0,79 32 .9;: 3: 2.9 1 ~ 1 5 5 . c 21: " H' ,, " • J l" - .3j .. ~ ... "'J ~, 1380.0.~~ ~I • - , ... ( ifiJ I ~ ... o". oJ I

~ " lCC ,. , .. ... ... -:.' :j \1: I 1 j
"l ~ ~"1 i' 170 .33 353'3.01.\.L " , ~ ~ • i : c i... ._. ~, .i 1 • I

TCr. ~l l:ij 3 .3 ~ 2 ~ ~ . :~2 ~ r. ; .,::
~6~1.:3

~ ... "I .. "\ J

:36j .J.~ 35 80 . ?? ".1"_" &r 3i3Sa .35 157l .0. ' .. " . ..· oJ .. C.l 0 J . 'i ~ !.;.: i , 't

C,~i:al t !'an 5ac~ic~ ~ ~ I : •
" - 7 1 S .~ lG 75. 2I
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~:\pOrt aqricuicura ;~ , O 2 2 7 G.OO! O . O 9~ G.::2c t . a O ~ 2

~onc ~rops anc fru i ts ~,O23 ~ .0 Q ~ ; 0.0075 ~ .O~1 5 2 " ."?~
Li~restJc~ and fisJery ~. O:;i: ~.J ~ G G2 3.H

t~il!i~g ....l~ ILan~facturelh• .1

se~'C:rs G . ~ 7 9 ~ '~ • :J ~ J. 1: . :~ ~ 4 ,~ jC ': i ~.j~c3 r, . :2:}: . .-' ~ . 2::'3.$ ]'o.I, ..... 'It- IJ I \l C t: ~

~aD, Ca~,
. . l '
nc·~seno.as .

entarprises ", ..... "t.
;},3~ 3 l~ I ~ 6 , D.L112 ~.5 +~b l .::.791 0 G. 4t:i JE '£.44~.CJf;'

COSt of GC~i~ • a:lQ

?iaandal service J.:JG 73 G.:~ 7~ ~ .G ~ j l ~ u.:108 ~.35 SG O . ·} ~4 2 42 a.4~

Otners U l42 0.033 0. ~ : l a,v!"}s ~,:;; ...,
0 . ~ 71 ~ 0.157i ":J~" , .. "' ... I v .G"j ') / , -"

R.~. ~ . 1 ~ ;j 4 J . ~ 9 2 ~.2 :}c lj tiea2 .Ct . l j 1~. - J .~ ·' C.r -
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. ~a b . 'Crop, Households , enterprise g728.4
. _ o f

j4'3r:1C 4866 .21 -331 .96 16753 .;S

COS t, of Gen. and !'i::al!clal service z'm .G 1587 .U )33 .6 ~23 .42 442L8G

Others 3301.') 4~~.0 390 .00 65S 9 .~3 H252 .73

11 ~. 4131. 4 ~ 027 •67 Ul O.4S 4"''' I .....\. '!CJ. ': ..c.

Total 13237 .1 {87 0.51 10257 .95 667j.3 9 4GQ~5 .5 5
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,
~1.port ag ri ell1turs .... l' "':, r. '1~;; O.6j7: 0.0:;73 ~ . :1 42 ~. i4 C4.... .;..... 1. ' 1 \J I J r ~ oJ

d. Food crc~s a:Jc fruits 0.001 v.02 3 Q . C 5 ~ O.b G3 ~ .Cl3j ~ . Gn

3. ~iveHock alld fis~i nq O.OS ~
,.. 1" .1\' 0.469 0.01C ~. lQ l 0.106'J • ~ v.

4". "Ki~ing and ~fg. sact~r£ ~ . 31 2 6 0 ,O O ~0 ~ ,O 9 4 2 °C.231 2 u.I}1314 0", D 77~ n ,. ..r '"

" . ~ O~ :.

l; ~ab,
f' • .,. 1;lilsen"lds,,. "t.:'"

en~erprise O. ~~:9 J. G185 J.om ~,5 Gal ,J.:n 3 I' f: ..... "'! 0.13 14\L ;J~I~

6. C~st ~f scvt.

Fi::anc:al service C .0 ~ 0 1 D.vS3: :2 J.vCO G2 Q . ~2 jl .j, i9~j
• '\ _ .. a

j,G 7l3 ~.0;sc 4U. ';:;1U

,
C~h~~ s ~ , u ~ 42 014C<iC ~ .O4 ;. 2 ,'" j:"",. ",.", oJ ·"
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~OOQ cr~~s ana fr~ i :s

sectors

V I UL~ ,.

.. .., -.
'J • 0 ~ J !

. ......
U. ~\.I J

U 12E

.. .. .. .' ~

~ . :JL',}'l.

) 1".-

J " ,
~o .•

, .. "- _..- - - _ .. __...

" .~ ...
J. l ~'i i.

"I /'0 & "

' .. 2447.2
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